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Accredited Inspections by TESTEK

Inspections by TESTEK

Initial
(required for the
launch)

Periodic
(every 2 years)

ISO/IEC 17020:2012 type A

„Expert Supervision“
(unannounced inspection of
the subject’s activities)

over PTI stations and
PTI inspectors

over Calibrating
Subjects

ISO/IEC 17020:2012 type C

Verification of PTI Stations

„Verification“ of PTI stations
(announced inspection of
PTI equipment, PTI lane
dimensions etc.)

2

Scope of Inspection

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

validity of the permission,
PTI station premises (building, waiting room,
inspector offices etc.),
dimensions of the inspection lane and its
gates,
presence of obligatory equipment,
approval of equipment,
requirements for not-approved equipment,
mobility of equipment (mobile PTI stations
only),
functionality of equipment,
validity of metrological verification or
calibration,
obligatory data transfers to information system,
camera system fields of view,
camera pictures transfers to information
system,
camera system local data storage,
validity of gas detector inspection,
quality management system.

Periodic verification
(every 2 years)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

PTI station premises (building, waiting room,
inspector offices etc.),
dimensions of the inspection lane and its
gates,
presence of obligatory equipment,
approval of equipment,
requirements for not-approved equipment,
mobility of equipment (mobile PTI stations
only),
functionality of equipment,
validity of metrological verification or
calibration,
camera system fields of view,
camera system local data storage,
validity of gas detector inspection,
quality management system,
local stock of inspecting forms and stickers.

Verification of PTI Stations

Initial verification
(launch of a new PTI station or
change of existing one)
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Worn PTI equipement

Roller Brake Tester Rollers

Headlight Tester

Flat Surface for Headlight Testing

Headlight Tester Rails

Break Fluid Boiling Temperature Tester

Verification of PTI Stations

Roller Brake Tester Rollers
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